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OPTICAL-OPTICAL DOUBLE RESONANCE ON COOLED MOLECULAR IONS: 

ROTATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS IN THE PERTURBED CO; ii--% SYSTEM 
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Population hbchng optical-optical double rcsonancc II= been apphcd IO CO; cooled m a supersonic c\p.msron to study 
the ln,ohly perturbed EirOOO)-x(000) bzmd (1900 A). Three mtcractmg vlbromc lcrcls are found and iollowd to ~hc~r on- 

pns. 

1. Introduction 

About seven years ago population labeling optical- 
optical double resonance (PLOODR) was suggested as 
a means for analyzing electronic transitions [ 11, but 
only within the past three years has the promise of 
tlus techmque been realized for complex molecular 
spectra. In particular, selected bands of Cs, [2] and 
NO1 [3.4] were unambiguously assiDed by com- 
bining OODR with polarization spectroscopy in rela- 
thely hi”gh pressure bulb expenmenrs (O,l--1.0 Torr). 
In each case, the lower level labebng technique allow- 
ed perturbations in the upper electronic state to be 
systematically unraveled. In order to isolate individual 
rotational transitions in highly congested bands of 
NO2 [S] and BaI [6], it was necessary to apply 
PLOODR to the Doppler-reduced spectra afforded 
by collimated molecular beams. The successful appli- 
cation of PLOODR to the BaI radical at beam densi- 
ties emphasizes the sensitivity of this method when 
the lower level label is monitored with laser excited 
fluorescence. In this work we report an application 
of PLOODR where its high sensitivity and spectral 
simplification capability are demonstrated in one of 
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the most demanding areas of molecular spectroscopy: 
molecular ions. The E ‘X~(OOO)-% ‘ll&OOO) band 
of CO; presents an outstanding candidate for this 
demonstration. Its 2900 A spectrum (fig. 1) is com- 
@cated by intramolecular perturbations in the 
B ‘~~(000) state and is characterized by irregular ro- 
tational structure, extra lines, and anomalous intensi- 
ties. As a result, the spectrum has frustrated unam- 
biguous rotational &went since the fist hi&- 

resolution spectrum was obtained in 1941 [7]. Ubiq 
uirous weak and elnra lmcs at low J, overlapped by 
highJ members of other branches, have precluded 
analysis. Indeed, rhe number of interacting vibronic 
levels was uncertain, although the x ‘ll, state has been 

shown to be responsible for these perturbations [8]. 
As dlustrated in lig. 1, the regions around 2883 and 

2884.5 9, are sufticiently congested that combination 
difference methods fail because of the plethora of 
blended lmes, even at Doppler-limited resolution (0.1 
cm-‘) in laser excitation spectroscopy (expanded re- 
gion of fig. 1). Very recently, Rostas and Tuckett [9] 
reported the emission spectrum of CO; cooled in a 
supersonic jet. This work has cleared up some of these 
Ew J assignments. However, sequence overlap from 
B(lOO)-j?(iOO) and the use of moderate resolution 
(0.2 cm-t) stdl resulted in a blending of lines, causing 
assignment uncertainties in the central 2884 A region. 

In our approach to this problem, we draw on two 
spectroscopic techniques which have been extended 
to the study of molecular ions: supersonic expansion 
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FIN I Suncy cuitstton spectra of the repon around thcr82X;(OOD)-%‘tl g3,2(OOO) suHxmd of (thermal) CO;. The clpanded 
scctron ij obtwwd by prcjjure scanrung the laser (Au = 0.09 cm-’ ). The supsrscnpts on the branch drsignxions arc drtinrd m the 

coobng [10,11] and double resonance [12,13]. Ini- 
tially, we coupled the spectral simplification obtain- 
able from expansion cooling with high-resolution la- 
ser excitation spectroscopy. This yrelded accurate 
(to.02 cm-t) measurements of low J line positions 
(see ior example fig. 2)). However. even this technique, 
which is free of%(lOO)-X(100) overlap, failed to per- 
nut assignment of many lines because the perturbed 
nature of the spectrum does not allow recognition of 
the branch strucrure. To overcome this problem, we 
then applied PLOODR toJetcooled CO;. The lower 
level quantum numbers for 29 of the total number of 
lines (=90) were determined. This information so con- 
strains the possible transitions that a uruque assign- 
ment is readily achieved without the need to recogruze 
the branch structure pattern. In this way we have 
identified three interacting vibronic states as the cause 
of the complex appearance of the ROOO)-~(000) 
band. hloreover, we have followed both parity com- 
ponents of the three vibronic states to their origins. 

2. Evperimental 

The essential features of the PLOODR experiment 
have been reviewed elsewhere [ 141. In the version of 
this method employed here, two pulsed dye lasers are 
used: a weak probe laser and a powerful pump laser. 
Tbe probeLaser is %ed on an unknown line in the 
(3900 A) B(OOO)-X(000) spectrum and the popula- 
tion in the lower level of this transition is monitored 
by detecting the resulting fluorescence. The pump or 
saturating laser is then scanned through the known 
x(20?)-%(OOO) system (2776 A). When both lasers 
excite a common lower level, popu!ation driven out 
of the level by the pump Laser is observed as a deple- 
tton in the fluorescence signal generated by the probe 
and thus assigns the lower level quantum number in 
the probe transition. Note that the time between the 
pump and probe laser pulses must be sufficiently short 
that the labeled molecules are still coniined to the re- 
gion defmed by the diameter of the pump beam and 
that collisional repopulation is unimportant. The 
branch assignment is achieved by using known ground- 
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FE. 2. E\r lded excitation spectrum oireglon I of fii. 1 
which car spends to the winity of the upper vlbtoruc ongm 
(see fig. (a) Excitation spectrum irom rotatlontiy cooled 
co;.= .b) same scan from thermal CO;. The assignments 
given rrsult from annalyns of the PLOODR dam 

state combination drfferences [15] m conpmction 
with the line positions obtained by high-resolution la- 
ser excitation spectroscopy. 

The experimental procedure is based on the pulsed 
laser-induced fluorescence @IF) method described by 
Allison et al. [ 161, modified by the addition of a CO2 
molecular beam and Nd : YAG pumped dye laser. A 
rotationally cold (~20 K) molecular beam of CO2 is 
formed by expanding 1.0 atm CO2 through a 0.1 mm 
glass nozzle. An electron beam is pulsed on for 100 e 
to generate rotationally cold CO; by electron impact 
ionization of the CO, beam. The pump laser (Quanta- 
Ray Nd : YAG pumped dye laser, frequency doubled 
to obtain 3 5 ml/shot at 0.3 cm-t bandwidth) is then 
fired 1 .O I.CS after the electron beam is switched off, 
and the resulting LIF collected with a photomultiplier 
(PMT) and boxcar averager (PAR 162). Next, 1.5 p 
after the pump laser, the probe laser (hlolectron N,- 
pumped dye laser, frequency doubled to obtain 20 rJ/ 
shot at 0.09 cm-t bandwidth) is passed through the 
CO; cloud, and again the resulting LIF detected with 
a boxcar. Note that the fluorescence lifetimes for the 
excited states of CO; are rather short (< 160 ns) 

[ 17-191 so that the LIF from the h&-power pump 
laser does not interfere with the detection of the probr 
laser LlF. Both beams are softly focused to a diameter 
of 3 mm at the interaction region, located 13 mm 
from the nozzle. Each dye laser is operated in an os- 
cillator-amplifier configuration. The output of both 
oscillators is narrowed by the addition of an mtracavi- 
t.y etalon, and scanned by pressure tuning the oscilla- 
ton with SF6. The probe LIF, after being integrated 
by the boxcar, is stored in a signal averager (Nicolet 
1170) so that repetitive scans may be co-added to 
unprove the signal-to-noise ratio. The fundamental 
frequency from the nitrogen-pumped dye laser is split 
off from the doubled beam and passed through an 
iodine ceil for wakelength uhbnuon [ZO]. The hne 

posittons m the E-2 region used in this study are re- 
producible to 0.02 cm-l and consistent within this 
error with previous determinations [?I 1, where com- 
parisons can be made. 

3. Results 

Typical double resonance spectra from the Jet are 
presented in fig. 3 along with the relevant energy lev- 
el diagram. Fig. 3a displays the behavior of the LIF 
from the probe laser as the pump laser is scanned. The 
probe laser 1s fured at 3468130 cm-t on one of the 
Rt(4.5) fines of the % %~(OOO)-% 2Rs ,,-,(0(10) band 

Fig. 3b results from detectron of the LIF due to the 
pump laser as it is scanned through the x ‘ll, ~,~(202)- 
X ~f15,_,,(OOO) band. As discussed previously, a dip 
appears in the upper trace when both lasers excite 
transitions wrth a common lcwer IeveL (The analysis 
of the prevrously unknown A(303)-X(000) band was 
itself venfied using OODR and will be reported later.) 
Thus, dips appear as the pump laser excites the Pt(4.5), 
Q,(4.5), and R,(4.5) transitions (see tig. 3~). assign 
ing the lower level of the transition excited by the 
probe laser. Note that substantial population deple- 
tion is observed (MO%) and that the width of the 
dips (= 1 cm-t) is undoubtedly due to saturation 
caused by the pump laser lineshape (sharp feature of 
0.3 cm-t on a broad pedestal of 1 .O cm-l). The spec- 
trum shown in fig. 3b was recorded at much reduced 
laser power (10X) than that used to generate the dips 
in fig. 3a. 

This double resonance procedure was applied to 29 

227 
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Fi. 3. Popuhnon lab&q optical-opt& double resorcmcc* 
13) Llf ngn$ from rfic probel~er(N~-pumped dye) fizzed at 
34681.30cm”” on the Rr)[4 5) ZawtIonofthc% ‘F;(OOO)- 
% ‘II j,,(OOO) wbband as the pun~p lver is scanned (aver- 

fi sgc o three scans);@) ewitahon spectrum from the pump 
laser (Nd : Y~G-pomped dye) scannmg the x 2t’fU,2(t01)- 
%2rl g3,1fOOO) sub-band;(c) level d~grzm rndwing the 
ongin of the transmom obserwd m (a]. 

of the 90 strong transrtions observed in the B ‘-SG(OOO)- 
jz 2rrg3, ~(000) excmv.ion spectrum of cooled CO:. 

Fifteen add~~on~ lines were checked by OODR 6 
the thermal (=%I0 K) beam-gas arrangement to veri- 
fy and extend to higher rotatromd qualm numbers 
extra e parity levels found by Rostas and Tuckett [9]. 
The lower level quantum numbers, hne positions, and 
branch assignments are given in table 1. Note that 
some of the fines are blends and therefore two lower 
levels are found in the double resonance experiment. 
The superscript on the branch notation, e.g. sR&), 

serves to distmgutsh branches originating from the 
three different vibronic bands, with (1) referring to 
the upper, (2) the idle, and (3) the lower IeveIs. 

The results of the double resonance experiment 
are presented In the form of a reduced term vahre plot 
in fig. 4. The most strtking fea~fes of fig. 4 is the 
clear evtdence of three viirontc origins near the prebi- 

ously estimated position of the?@OO)-%(OOO) origin 
at 34598 cm-l [21]. The upper origin at 34615 cm-l 
is observed here for the fust time, as are the f parity 
levels of the Iower state at 34589 cm-l. The e parity 
levels of the ~d~e state were also observed by Ros- 
tas and Tucuckett [9], but the low J transitions used 
were incorrectly assigned, presumably owing to mod- 
I?_rate resolution, sequence overlap from &loo)- 
X(100), and the signal-to-noise obtainable in their 
study. The e levels of the Iower state, fust found by 
these authors, are vexed to be correct in this work. 

As an indicatton of the difficulty facing previous 
workers in fading these extra origins, we have record- 
ed ~~-resolution spectra in the region around 34615 
cm-l (region I in fig. 1) co~espond~g to the origin 
of the upper levels in fig, 4. Fig. 2a is a spectrum from 
the jet CO: source while fig. 2b was obt~ed from 
thermal C6: (400 K). Comparison of i&s. 2a and 2b 
shows that, even at Doppler-limited resolution in the 
thermal spectrum, these low J lines are weil disguised 
by ovedap with hi 

$ 
J members from other rotational 

branches. The sR&I branch assignments are substan- 
tially different than those presented in ref. [7-l], and 
these new assignments pIay a cruciaI rofe in the assign- 
ment of the perturbing state [22]. Identification of 
the highJ transitions derived from the lower e levels 
a.Iso resolves a probiem regarding the nature of a pro- 
gression of doubbts observed to accompany the Pff 
branch, seen in the Iow-resolution scan in iig. 1 (re- 
gion lI). These doubIets are act&I 
cidental overlap of the Q13) and P, (1; 

caused by the ac- 
branches (see ta- 

ble 1). 

4. Discwion 

The term values displayed in fig. 4 provide the ikt 
complete description of the perturbations at play in 
the IrCO: 1 ‘Z~(ooO~ level. Previous attempts to an- 
aIyze in emission the CO; ‘ii-% origin band at 2900 A 
faded due to the compkity of the spectrum result- 
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Table I TrrbIe I (continued) 
Summary of lint positions, Iowcr iowl qu~tum numbers ob- 
rained by double resonx~cc, and branch arslgnments for the 
s ‘S~(OOO)-x: 2fl e 3,2(000) sub-band of CO; 

Y S’ Bnnch 

rol~~lon~y eookd CO; 31702.56 17.5 SR;; 

2.13 15.5 SRg! 

1.77 13.5 SRO) 

1.35 11.5 SR$ 

695.00 4 5 R Q21 (1) 

94.51 65 R Q21 (1) 

93 83 a $5.5 RQ$,Q’,l’ 

a4.69 7 5 SRfj 

81.96 3.5,6 S sRfj, RF) 

81.30 4 5 RP) 

a046 2.5(1 5?) R(f)SR(22 

78.52 4.5 RQE) 

77 76 3.5 Q’:’ 
77 12 55 QP) 

76 90 75 SRE) 

76.32 7.5.1 5 Qf), pf2) 

75.93 3.5 Qp$!J 

75.69 5 5 SR$ 

- 75.29 4.5 ? 

74 33 5.5.4s Qpp), PI’) 

74-16 3.5 SR$ 

71.69 7.5 a - 5 , Qpi2) R(j) 

72.X 6.5 p$$ 

71.70 4.5 RP’ 

7101 35 R(:) 

70 78 4.5,6.5 RQ$, RQ(~) 

70.50 :! 5.8.5 RQ&, RQ:; 

67 i3 5.5 Qf’) 

66.59 5 5,7.5 QP~,Q~) 

thl!nJJal co; 34660 19 a.5 PP) 

59.442 17.5 QP) 

5762 10.5 Pp’ 

57.18 19 5 Ql (3) 

55 37 25.5 7 

54.90 1x.5 p(2) 

54 57 21.5 Q+) 

Y J” Branch 

51 96 I4 5 P’l”) 
51 63 23.5 QI (3) 

18 81 16.5 PSJ) 

3853 24 5 P?’ 

58 29 25 5 Qi3’ 

4540 18.5 Pz”’ 

41.60 105 

3749 zr5 

ing from numerous extra lines and from sequence 
overlap. Pairs of main and extra lines have been ob- 
served in the E-x arigm region, but the system could 
not be depe~urbed with a two-level model [21 I. This 
ied to the suggestion that then level was in- 
volved in sunultaneous interaction with two or more 
vlbronic levels. If th were the case, the original os- 
cillator strength in a single I@KIO)-X(000) rotational 
transitron would be split mto three or more compo- 
nents. Tucuckett and Rostas [9] found the e parity frag- 

TIN. 4. Reduced term value plot of observed levels m the 
34600 cm -t rcgon. The coefficient (0.369 cm-‘) IS mubiuo- 

ry nnd choxn for convenience rn drsphying the dstr 

279 
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mcnt of a state roughly 10 cm_-Lbelow the energy 

traltionaily regarded as the B-X origm, but in no 
case had all three levels of a given parity been located. 
Thus, the significance of this work lies in the observa- 
tion of both parity components of three interacting 
states down to their respective origins. 

The fluorescence intensity in the 3000-4500 A 
region varies markedly with rotational level when the 
s(OGO)-%(OOO) band is excited at 2900 A [8]. This 
rotational dependence rdentifics rh2 perturber as the 
x all, state, since levels composed mostly of x state 
character fluoresce primarily in the 3000-4500 A re- 
gion, whde unperturbed levzls are constramed by vi- 
brational overlap to fluoresce in the 2900 A region. 
The results of such a study [27] mdrcats that both up- 
per vibronic lev2l.s are derived from the x 211u state. 
They are excited in the 2900 x region through inten- 
sity borrowing from the E zX~(OOO) level. This mix 
ing accounts for the fact that the upper state could 
not be detected in emission, even with a jet-cooled 
CO; source, since most of the emrssion from these 
levels occurs over many sequence bands in the 3OOO- 
4500 A region. On the other hand, the use of excita- 
tion spectroscopy permits the observation of these 
levels smce all fluorescence from an upper level is de- 
tected 2ss2ntially independently of its spectral dis- 
tribution. 

The shapes of the r2duced term value plots in 
fig. 4 provide insight into the nature of these perturb- 
ing states. Th2 rotational energy of states that are 
well characterized by Hund’s ~a.52 b show a linear de- 

pendence on N(N + l), with ‘he e and f components 
of a particular N level close in energy compared to 
the spacing bstween successive N levels. Such a situa- 
tion is displayed by the lower set of levels in fig. 4 
near the origin. It is interesting to note that laser- 
excited tluorescence srudies [8] indicate that the 

lower state has primarily E ‘Z~(OOO) character for 
low J levels, consistent with case b behavim in a R 
= 0 state (K = A + I where 1 IS the vrbrauonal an- 
gular momentum quantum number). In the upper 
state at 34615 cm- I, however, the e and f parity lev- 
els do not appear to be derived from the spin split- 
ting of a common N level, but are more consistent 
with Hund’s case a behavior. This evidence suggests 
that the upper t2rm values correlate to a vibronic 
stat2 wrth K = ?I symmetry. Both e and f term values 

for tha state form straight lines when plotted versus 

230 

J(J + 1). further supporting the K = 2 1 identification. 

Since the J = l/2 level IS observed for the upper states 
it hkely corresponds to the zll 12 component of a 211 
state. For the middle levels, the case is not obvious. 
Caution must be exercised here m overinterpreting 
th2s2 observations as the unperturbed vrbronic origins 
of the middle and lower levels are probably quasi- 
degenerate, so that these levels are mteracting pnmanly 
at low J. Thsrefore, the unprturbed shape of the term 
value plot can be substantrahy drfferent from that ob- 
serv2d. The posrtrons of the vrbronic origms are, how- 
ever, quit2 well delined and this mformatton puts rigrd 

constraints on the possible vibrational quantum num- 

bers of the perturbers. In particular, both perturbmg 
states must mvolve several quanta of the bending vrbra- 
tion since It is known [73] that no combmation of v, 
and u3 IS calculated to lie m thus regron. This actrvlty 
of the bendmg vrbratron creates another drfficuhy in 
mterpretmg the term value plot smce the rotational 
structure of the perturbing states wrll be complicated 
by the Renner-Teller effect in the lmear x zll, state. 
The questron of the electronic parentage of the three 
vrbromc states found in thus work wdl be elaborated 
later [22] _ 

Fiially, it is instructtve to cast the CO: mterelec- 
tronic coupling problem in the language of radiation- 
less transitions [7_4]. The perturbations observed in 
this linear triatomic system occur on a higher level of 
comple.xity than those observed in diatomic mole- 
cules, as many vibromc levels of the x state are close 
to the E(OOO) level and can interact [25]. For mstance, 
the x(022) state, calculated to Ii2 m this regron,Jas it- 
self four K = I componznts. Additionally, these A 
state vrbronic levels are mixed by anbarmomc and 
Fermr-typ interactions. As a result,CO: displays the 
first stgns of an “internal convernon” process on a 
spectroscopic level, where the oscillator strength to one 

electronic stat2 (the E ‘2:) is being broken into many 
components by mteractton with several vibronic com- 
ponents of another electronic state (the x*fl ). The 
system behaves as rf energy pumped into the &OOO) 
state IS channeled to the A stat2 vrbromc manifold, 
whrfe we ar2 m fact always excrtmg smgle eigenstates. 
Thus COY provides a mod21 system in which the mrxed- 
character properties of the individual states can be 
probed at a step intermediate betwzen the simple di- 
atomrc and the dense polyatomrc cases. 
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